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This could be the most important book you will read this year. Around the office at Chelsea

Green it is referred to as the "pharmaceutical Silent Spring." Well-known author, teacher,

lecturer, and herbalist Stephen Harrod Buhner has produced a book that is certain to generate

controversy. It consists of three parts:A critique of technological medicine, and especially the

dangers to the environment posed by pharmaceuticals and other synthetic substances that

people use in connection with health care and personal body care.A new look at Gaia Theory,

including an explanation that plants are the original chemistries of Gaia and those

phytochemistries are the fundamental communications network for the Earth's

ecosystems.Extensive documentation of how plants communicate their healing qualities to

humans and other animals. Western culture has obliterated most people's capacity to perceive

these messages, but this book also contains valuable information on how we can restore our

faculties of perception.The book will affect readers on rational and emotional planes. It is

grounded in both a New Age spiritual sensibility and hard science. While some of the author's

claims may strike traditional thinkers as outlandish, Buhner presents his arguments with such

authority and documentation that the scientific underpinnings, however unconventional, are

completely credible.The overall impact is a powerful, eye-opening expos' of the threat that our

allopathic Western medical system, in combination with our unquestioning faith in science and

technology, poses to the primary life-support systems of the planet. At a time when we are

preoccupied with the terrorist attacks and the possibility of biological warfare, perhaps it is time

to listen to the planet. This book is essential reading for anyone concerned about the state of

the environment, the state of health care, and our cultural sanity.
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Orion, “intelligent macro communities that we are only just beginning to .... This book was part

of my intro to herbalism and I will never forget it. A lot of modern herbalists are very

mechanistic in their thinking. They reduce plants to chemical constituents and "active

ingredients". Some herbalists never interact with living plants in their entire training, they just

work with the dried plant material.I feel blessed that my initial training was not only with live

plants, but teachings on how plant spirit medicine works. Plants are complex, synergistic,

intelligent macro communities that we are only just beginning to understand. This book, in its



wonderful mix of science and poetry, brilliantly informs the reader of how this is possible, how

to directly experience it themselves, and the implications to human society.I recommend this

book to students and professionals of herbalism, as well as anyone with a deeper interest in

natural medicine. This book is easy to read and accessible to anyone.”

Quadradox, “Still Urgent. Pleading for an update!. This is the book I wish had been available

while I was in Med school in the 1990s. Many of the questions and longings I had about

ecological medicine are discussed within as well as the impact of our pharmaceuticals. The

latter was staggeringly and disturbingly important when this was published more than 15 years

ago. The book is still highly relevant, but there is critical need to update as the burden of

radiation, pharmaceuticals, other chemicals, and sheer weather chaos in our world has

magnified now. Plants and micro-organisms are even more critical to our survival. We truly do

need to be able to understand their language.”

madlyn fafard, “A great read. Wonderful explanation of what we have lost and what I have been

slowly learning from life experience. On a road trip or two to the West Coast from the East

Coast, I noticed the smell of cattle farms so intense when got out West. it could be smelled for

miles, and noticed that the grass was all trampled and the fields were mud. I grew up in a long

ago time and know pastures smell, but the grass was never destroyed, because there was

enough land for all the cattle, as you see it in Florida, but out west.....no.In the East you need

an acre per animal per the zoning, for a horse for example.I wonder if our treatment plants are

able to remove drugs with tertiary treatment, I wonder if we have double checked, and I

wonder if we could find a way to prevent drugs from entering the soil thru septic system

protections....????If you think about herbal medicine, and requirements, you understand that it

is easier to take a pill and forget your problem, but that appears to be part of the problem.

There was a time when everyone thought, take a pill for everything, but now as I read this

book, it appears that many of us are awakening to the facts of nature, and how to live more

harmoniously with nature.As a former teacher, I realize we teach the materialistic world,

ignoring the world of plants and nature, as the author states, even the Native Indian children

are losing the knowledge of the elders, and ....it is sad.This is a book that holds your interest,

and I know because I was reading a fictional adventure at the same time, and I have not

finished it, in fact, I may not finish it, even with good reviews, it can not hold me, as this book

did.We have a responsibility to clean up the messes we are making and this book is a good

start to awareness. Just this past week the EPA regulated again, with distance from dry

streams, being increased....instead of doing something about actually cleaning up the effluent.I

intend to read other books by this author, his style of writing is good, he is interesting and I love

learning from him.This week I read about a symposium of scientists who are talking about

meshing materialistic science with non matierialistic science for a better view of what the world

actually is....Great New...”

Sarai, “plantloversRus. Can a entire book be a poem? Yes. I found myself crying while reading

this book and sometimes had to put it down for a while. I love nature and all plants (weeds

included) and this author's words really resonated in a very profound way. I highly recommend

this book.”

Jennifer Sexton, “Just Brilliant!!!. There are not enough stars for this incredible work! I really

cannot say anything that hasn't already been said, but I do know that sadly far too little people

will ever read this book. This was on my reading list for the Herbal course I'm taking, I'm



thankful I chose it, and it should be a mandatory read for so many!”

M.A.C., “Perspective altering.. Stephen Harrod Buhner is a rare author. His style and wit are so

compelling that he could make dirt and growing grass the basis for a grand and passionate

adventure. If you don't take the time to read his books, you will never know how rich life can

truly be.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “What a book. This is a beautiful book. Ive not read something like this

before. Its quite poetic and make us think about reconnecting to our earth and the plants all

around us. We have become too distant and our advancement in medicine is something we

have become reliant on, sometimes to our detriment. We can reclaim our knowledge which will

only help us, our families, human kind and our planet.”

Cleona Wallace, “Amazing book - about so much more than plant medicine. This book has

shifted by perspective and my understanding and has been a really enjoyable read. I'd really

recommend it to anyone with an interest in nature, permaculture, herbal medicine, evolution...

well, really everyone should read it!”

Glen Elliott, “An enlightening perspective on the importance of plants. This book has changed

my entire view of life on earth; of how we, as humans, evolved; and the way in which we and

other species, interact with and depend upon on the plant kingdom. Stephen Harrod Buhner

poetically re-introduces the reader to the taste of the "Wild Water" and gently reminds us of the

way nature and plants have historically been revered by cultures for their importance to all life.

He then retraces the steps of the industrial and scientific revolutions and illustrates how

humanity is continually losing its connection with our plant allies and how environmental

impacts of technological medicine are making this connection ever harder to reform. Buhner

provides a unique perpective on Gaia theory and in doing so, brings the role of so-called

'pathogenic' bacteria into perspective and underlines the futile plight of modern medicine to

eradicate them at the expense of the planet. The latter part of the book discusses the

importance of diversity amongst plants and plant chemicals and how each plant contributes to

the health of organisms within its own micro-environment. It then looks at ways to restore our

natural biophilia towards plants and provides exercises and personal experiences to help us

along the way. Filled with beautiful quotations and thoroughly referenced, this book will provide

enlightenment to all those interested in herbalism, shamanism, botany, microbiolgy, chemistry,

medicine, nature and environmental issues, or to anyone who feels that the importance of

plants in their life is grossly understated.”

Mo, “Intriguing. unusual book, took me a while to get use to style of writing and initially kept

picking it up and putting it down but it grew on me and I would have no hesitation in

recommending it.”

fitboy, “Five Stars. Great read. Quite heavy information but fascinating.”

The book by Stephen Harrod Buhner has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 218 people have provided

feedback.
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